
Thank you for your interest for the Uptrade scheme. JTRS is able to evaluate your devices and offer a uptrade value which can 
then be redeemed once a purchase has been made from the JTRS Estore created for your school. This value can either be 

personally redeemed or you can donate to the school. Vouchers can only be redeemed if a purchase is made from the JTRS 
estore. This is valid on all products on your schools estore.

All Apple devices  
Branded Laptops - Charger required
Branded Smart Phones - With or Without chargers 
Branded Tablets- With or without chargers  
We do accept non working devices- value will be significantly reduced 

Please ensure the devices are charged enough so that we can complete the evaluation effectively (unless trading in
as non working) , the device price will be affected if we cant see the device working

Person must be over 17- otherwise parental consent form will be needed (to be provided
by the education facility)

The value will vary based on the aesthetics and working condition of item - this is based
upon multiple factors, such as working condition, cosmetic condition and other conditions
depending on device type

Please back up any personal data,  and delete it from the device before evaluation if you
have the intention of uptrading (devices are also wiped afterwards and conform to WEEE and GDPR standards)

For Apple Devices, iCloud/Find my iphone/ipad should be turned off before evaluation and data should be removed
(as icloud lock affects value)

We shall be organizing an Uptrade event at school. You could bring your device to evaluate
and inspect. Please contact your school to confirm the event date.

A JTRS consultant will then evaluate the device in person within a few minutes. 
We will then process the paperwork with signature, take the device from you and present
you with your voucher

The price given is Non-Negotiable 

It is entirely up to the discretion of the person uptrading to accept the value and agree to the uptrade

Please make your purchase on the JTRS E-Store, if you have already purchased (in 2019)
before uptrading, please contact us with the voucher copy and we can then validate and proceed. 

If it is a new purchase please contact us after your purchase with voucher details.

The payment will be refunded to you through account deposit within 30 days after your JTRS estore purchase
has been validated. JTRS will contact you for any details needed to complete this process.

Eligible Devices

Preconditions Before Evaluation or Recycling day

Evaluation of Devices

How to Redeem the Voucher

TERMS & CONDITIONS

https://jtrs068077.typeform.com/to/OCBrkm
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Event : 25th June 2019 8:00 am to 10:00 am

admin
Venue : Smart Vision School Reception


